A Novel HD-sEMG Preprocessing Method Integrating Muscle Activation Heterogeneity Analysis and Kurtosis-Guided Filtering for High-Accuracy Joint Force Estimation.
This study proposes a novel preprocessing method integrating muscle activation heterogeneity analysis and kurtosis-guided filtering to realize high-accuracy surface electromyogr-aphy (sEMG)-based force estimation. A total of 10 subjects were recruited. Each subject performed isometric elbow flexion tasks at 20%, 40%, and 60% maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) target force levels, and the joint force and high-density sEMG (HD-sEMG) signals from biceps brachii and brachialis were collected synchronously. The force estimation model was built using three-order polynomial fitting technique. The input signal extraction of the force model, also named as the preprocessing of HD-sEMG signal, was carried out in the following procedures: first, HD-sEMG signals were decomposed by principal component analysis into principal components and weight vectors; second, the first several weight maps were segmented to obtain heterogeneity information by the Otsu and Moore-Neighbor tracing methods, and the principal component covering the most activated areas was selected; and last, a kurtosis-guided filter was designed to process the selected principal component to obtain the input signal. For the sake of comparison, the joint force estimation experiments based ON five preprocessing methods were conducted. The experimental results demonstrated that the proposed method obtained 52%, 53%, and 59% reduction in the mean root mean square difference at 20% MVC, 40% MVC, and 60% MVC force-level tasks, respectively, compared to the preprocessing method with the first principal component plus fixed parameter filtering. This proposed HD-sEMG pre-processing method has reliable neuromuscular electro-physiological foundation, and has good application value for realizing high-accuracy muscle/joint force estimation in the fields of rehabilitation engineering, sports biomechanics, and muscle disease diagnosis etc.